Malaysia
Outbound travel to the UK

Regional spread of seat capacity
- Percentage of seats on all direct and selected connecting routes*
- Percentage of selected UK-inbound seats served by direct routes

Weekly departing seats
5,977

Weekly flight departures
21

Weekly departing seats on direct routes to the UK
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Notes:
Direct flights information exclude seasonal flights operated by TUI Airways.
* Please note that the section only shows examples of connecting routes. Etihad Airways cancelled its Abu Dhabi - Edinburgh route as of 1 October 2018.
** Seats to those additional airports represent 6% of the seats on all direct and the selected connecting routes to the UK. Those other airports include Newcastle, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Bristol, Leeds/Bradford, Norwich, Humberside, Durham Tees Valley, Southampton & Inverness.

Source: Apex. Non-stop routes only for direct routes and for each segment of the connecting route examples. Average weekly data for 2018.